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ABSTRACT
This study sampled companies listed on Taiwan Stock Exchange that examined financial distress between
2003 and 2009. It uses the survival analysis to find the main indicators which can explain the business
bankruptcy in Taiwan. This paper uses the Cox Proportional Hazard Model to assess the usefulness of
traditional financial ratios and market variables as predictors of the probability of business failure to a
given time. This paper presents empirical results of a study regarding 12 financial ratios as predictors of
business failure in Taiwan. It showed that it does not need many ratios to be able to anticipate potential
business bankruptcy. The financial distress probability model is constructed using Profitability, Leverage,
Efficiency and Valuation ratio variables. In the proposed steps of business failure prediction model, it used
detail SAS procedure. The study proves that the accuracies of classification of the mode in overall accuracy
of classification are 87.93%.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Business Failure Prediction (BFP) models are estimation of the bankruptcy probability of a firm
using a set of covariates, such as financial ratios, Capital turnover, Capital turnover, etc [77]. In
past decades, BFP has been a topic research for business and corporate organizations. Investors or
creditors, borrowing organizations and governments are increasing interest to predict of corporate
bankruptcy [26]. BFP help to avoid lending to (or investing in) business likely to fail, early
identification of failing business by regulatory bodies, and more accurate scoring models for
rating agencies.
Bankruptcy prediction models use statistical analysis and data mining technique to enhance the
decision support tool and improve decision making [68]. Statistical business failure prediction
models attempt to predict the business’ failure or success. The Multiple discriminant analysis
(MDA) has been the most popular approaches, but there need a large number of alternative
techniques available ([18], [37], [42]). Such as the data mining techniques include decision tree,
neural networks (NNs), support vector machine (SVM), fuzzy system, rough set theory, genetic
algorithm (GA) [68]. Various researches have demonstrated the artificial intelligence (AI)
techniques such as artificial neural networks (ANNs) can serve as a useful tool bankruptcy
prediction [61]. Back propagation neural network (BPNN) was used bankruptcy prediction.
Before that BPNN some of the techniques followed such as k-nearest neighbor and the tree
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algorithm (ID3) but offered better predictive compare than compared models. Multivariate
cumulative sum (CUSUM) is a sequential procedure to predict a business’ tendency towards
failure.
A survival analysis (SA) technique is the term applied to a dynamic statistical tool used to
analysis the time till a certain event [18]. SA uses the Cox proportional hazard model to analysis
survival probability and failure times; it is one dynamic model approach [53]. SA techniques
have used to examine the drivers behind the survival of Internet business ([29], [30]).
Discriminant analysis (DA) and Logit analysis (LA) were found to be slightly superior predictors
to the Cox proportional hazard model [27]. Nevertheless, Laitinen and Luoma [33] argued that
the SA approach was more natural, flexible, and appropriate and used more information in
Business Failure prediction. Keasey et al. [31] also recommended that SA techniques be used in
BFP. Yap et al. [69] use financial ratio and logistic regression for evaluating company failure in
Malaysia.
The models of enterprise credit risk modes include statistical model, neural network, learning
vector, soft-computing, and hybrid models. Table 1 denoted as enterprise credit risk model.
Enterprise credit risk evaluation models in this study are Neural networks, Bayesian classifier,
Discriminant analysis, Logistic regression, K-nearest neighbor, Decision tree, Case base
reasoning, Support vector machine, Software computing, Fuzzy rule-based system, Generic
algorithms, Grey relation, and Hybrid models.
Table 1: Enterprise credit risk evaluation models

Category
Statistical
model

Area
Parametric
Statistical
Method

Neural
Networks

Non-Parametric
Statistical
Method
Machine
learning

Learning
vector

Machine
learning

Softcomputing

Reduction
attributes

Some Approach
1. Discriminant analysis
2. Linear multi discriminant
analysis
3. Logistic regression
4. Bayesian risk Discriminant
analysis
1. K- nearest neighbor
2. Cluster analysis

Altman [3]; Ohlson [47];
Yap et al. [69]; Stefanescu
et al. [56]; Tabachnick and
Fidell [59]; Liang and Xin
[36]

Ince, and Aktan [24]; Islam
et al. [25]; Lau [34]; Sun
and LI [58]
1. Multilayer perception
Islam et al. [25; Chen [13];
2. Back propagation
Lopez [39]; Mues et al.
3. Radial function neural [44]; Sarkar and Sriram
network
[50]; Stefanescu et al. [56];
3.
Probabilistic
neural Tam and Kiang [60] ; Chen
network
[12]; Odom and Sharda [46]
4. Self-organized competition
Support Vector Machine
Zhou et al. [72]; Chen et al.
[11] ; Kim and Sohin [32];
Shin et al. [52]
Dimitras et al. [17]; Cheng
1. Rough sets of reduction
et al. [14]; Bian and
knowledge
Mazlack [6]; Hu [23]; Liu
2. Grey relational of
et al.[38] ; Tung et al. [62];
reduction knowledge
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3. Genetic algorithm of
4.
Survival
analysis
(SA)
Hybrid
models

Time to event
data analysis

1.
2.

Combination of 1.
two or more
methods
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

reduction knowledge
Fuzzy-Rough Sets
Approach
Credit risk modeling
based on SA
Corporate credit risk and
the macro economy
Rough - K Nearest
Neighbor
Rough Sets – Neural
Network
Fuzzy-Rough Sets Nearest Neighbor
Fuzzy- Nearest Neighbor
Support Vector Machine
with Nearest Neighbor
GA-based neural network
approach
Ant Colony Algorithm
based on quick-reduct
algorithm

Wei et al. [64]; Wong et al.
[65]; Zhao [72]; Xinhui and
Zhong [67]
Stepanova, and Thomas
[57];
Antonakis
and
Sfakianakis [4]; Cao et al.
[8]; Sohn et al. [55]
Tung et al. [62]; Wang et al.
[63]; Wei and Zhang[64];
Wong et al. [65]; Xiao et al.
[66]; Chaduhuri and De
[10]; Tam and Kiang [60];
Yu et al. [70]; Zhang et al.
[71]; Zhou and Bai [73];
Zhou et al. [75]

The most useful benefits to SA are: (1) In the modeling process, SA is able to take time-varying
variables into account [22]. This is done through proportional hazard models [5]. (2) SA is not
restricted by the assumption that the distributions of the variables in the data need to be normal
[54]. (3) SA only produces positive predictions of time [21]. The time-varying has the potential
to not follow a normal distribution. It needs to be positive in predictions and is influenced by
time-varying variables.
The major contribution of SA methods is estimation procedures that consider changes in the value
of covariates over time [35]. Thus, SA approaches to BFP different from the other approaches
mentioned above [18].

3. MERHODOLOGY
3.1 Logit model
In setting up the logistic regression model, first establish the fundamental model for any multiple
regression analysis. The outcome variable is assumed as a linear combination of a set of
predictors. If outcome variable is Y, and a set of n predictor variables are X 1, X 2 ,..., X n , the Logit
model is: [1]
n

Y   0  1 X 1   2 X 2  ...   n X n     0    j X j  

(1)

j 1
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Where  0 is the expected value of Y when X ’s set 0.
 j is the regression coefficient for each corresponding predictor variable X j .
 is the error of the prediction.

Defines  (x) as the probability that Y = 1. Similarly, 1-  (x) is the probability that Y = 0. These
probabilities are written in the following form:
 ( x )  P ( Y  1 X 1, X 2 ,..., X

n

)

(2)

1   ( x)  P(Y  0 X 1, X 2 ,..., X n )

This model for the natural logarithm of the

ln

P (Y  1 X 1, X 2 ,..., X n )
1  P (Y  1 X 1, X 2 ,..., X n )

 ln

 ( x)
is:
1   ( x)

n
 ( x)
  0   j X j
1   ( x)
j 1

(3)

Using the inverse of the Logit transformation of (3), it obtains at the following:

P (Y  1 X 1, X 2 ,..., X n ) 

e

n
 0   j X j
j 1

1 e

n
 0   j X j
j 1

1


1 e

n
 (  0   j X j )
j 1

(4)

Thus, (4) is a logistic regression model, the conditional mean is between 0 and 1.
Now, it will fit the logistic regression model to the data.
Firstly, it must establish a technique for estimating the parameters. The maximum likelihood is
the method of parameter estimation in logistic regression model. This method constructs the
likelihood function, which expresses the probability of the observed data as a function of the
unknown parameters. This process will have selected the estimators in (4). For a set of
observations in the data ( xi , yi ) , the contribution to the likelihood function is  ( xi ) , where yi  1 ,
and 1   ( xi ) , where yi  0 . The following equation results for the contribution to the likelihood
function for the observation ( xi , yi ) is  ( xi ) :
 ( xi )   ( xi ) yi [1   ( xi )1 yi ]

(5)

The observations are assumed to be independent of each other so it can multiply their likelihood
contributions to obtain the complete likelihood function l (B ) . The result is given in (6).
n

l ( B )    ( xi )

(6)

i 1

Where B is the collection of parameters (  0 , 1,...,  n ) and l (B ) is the likelihood function of B .
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Maximum likelihood estimates (MLE’s) can be obtained by calculating the B which maximizes
l (B ) . However, to simply the mathematics, from the logarithm of (6) before finding the value
which maximizes the likelihood function. As shown in (7). L(B ) is denoted the log likelihood
expression.
n

(7)

L( B )  ln[l ( B )]   ( yi ln[ ( xi )]  (1  yi ) ln[1   ( xi )])
i 1

It employs the techniques of calculus to determine the value of B based on maximum of L(B ) .
This is done by differentiating (3) with respect to  0 , 1,...,  n and setting the resulting derivatives
equal to zero. These equations are called likelihood estimations, and there is n +1 equation. They
are of the following form:
n

y

n

i

  ( xi )  0 , for the intercept  0 , and  xik [ yi   ( xi )]  0 , for the predictor variables,
i 1

i 1

1 ,...,  n .

The solution can be solving by using computer programs such as SAS or SPSS. It performs the
logistic regression analysis of the data for this study and will calculate the maximum likelihood
estimates.

3.2 Cox’s PH model [15]
According the assumption about the relationship between the hazard (or survival) function and
the set (vector) of explanatory variables ( X ), there have various models. Thus, the general
regression function can be written as h(t )  g (t , X T  ), where X T is the transpose of X .  is the
vector of explanatory variable coefficients. In SA models, it is customary to estimate the hazard
rate, and then derive the survival rate are required by using regression model. Two main types of
regression models are in SA model. These types are the proportional hazards (PH) and
accelerated failure time (AFT) models, both of which have fully parametric and semi-parametric
version. A parametric regression model based on the exponential distribution:
log e hi (t )    1xi1   2 xi 2  ... k xik

(8)

Or equivalently,
hi (t )  exp(  1xi1   2 xi 2  ... k xik )
e e 1 xi1  e  2 xi 2  ....  e  k xik

(9)

Where
i indexes subjects;
x i1, xi 2 ,...xik is the values of covariates for the ith subject
This model is parametric because, once the regression parameters  , 1,  2 ,...,  k are specified, the
hazard function hi (t ) is fully characterized by the model. The constant  represents a kind of
baseline hazard, in (9), since log e hi (t )   , or equivalently, hi (t )  e when all of the x’s are 0.
Other parametric hazard regression models are based on other distributions (Gompertz and
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Weibull distribution) commonly used in modeling survival data. The Cox model superseded full
parametric hazard regression models, which leaves the baseline hazard function unspecified:
(10)

log e hi (t )   (t )  1xi1   2 xi 2  ... k xik

Or equivalently,
(11)

hi (t )  h0 (t ) exp( 1xi1   2 xi 2  ... k xik )

To estimate the model parameters, the maximum likelihood estimates are derived by maximizing
a likelihood function. This Cox model [17] is termed semi-parametric because while the baseline
hazard can take by form, the covariates enter the model through the linear predictor
(12)

i  1xi1   2 xi 2  ... k xik

In (12), there is no constant term (intercept) in the linear predictor; the constant is absorbed in the
baseline hazard. The Cox regression model is also a proportional hazard model. Consider two
observations, i and i ' , that differ in their x-values, with respective linear predictors
i  1xi1   2 xi 2  ... k xik and  '  1x '   2 x '  ... k x '
i

i1

i 2

(13)

ik

The hazard ratios for these two observations are:
i  '
hi (t )
h (t )e i
i
 0  e
'
h ' (t )
i
h 0 (t ) e
i

(14)

In (14), the ratio is constant over time. Therefore, the Cox model can easily accommodate timedependent covariates. The Cox model accounts for survival times, thus, it uses more information
then the logistic model. The Cox PH model allows censored observations and incorporates
survival times. A Cox PH model therefore uses more information than a logistic regression
model.

3.3 Goodness-of-fit test
A set of covariates in the Cox PH model can be time-dependent (or time varying) covariates.
Used SAS (or SPSS) to perform the Cox PH model analysis of the data for this paper and will
calculate the maximum likelihood estimates.
Used likelihood ratio test to see the variables included in the final model are significant in
explaining some of variability in data. The Chi-Square statistic is the difference in -2 Log
Likelihood (-2LL) between the final model and a reduced model. The null hypothesis is that all
parameters ( 1 ,  2  ...,  k ) of the effect are 0. This test is comparable to oval F test for
regression analysis.
The hypothesis testing is as follows:
H 0 : 1   2  ...   k  0;
H1 :~ H 0

Where  i is the parametric estimation of explanatory variable i
The statistic quantity of the aforesaid hypothesis testing is -2 Log Likelihood (= -2Log (L(0)108
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L(  )) which observes  2 (k ) , where L(0) is the likelihood function value under the null
hypothesis, while L(  ) is the likelihood function value in consideration of the whole model.
R2 is an intuitive measure of how well model predicts the values of the dependent variables [69].
R2 in the Cox regression is a pseudo measure of association between the response variable and
covariates. In general, higher R2 value means the model is fit for analysis of sampling. Since in
light that maximum of 1 cannot be obtained using Cox & Snell R2 for measurement; Nagelkerke
[45] proposed a modification of Cox & Snell R2.
2 1[
Cox & Snell R2 : Rcs

L (0) 2 N
]
 1  exp[( L (0)  L(  )) * 2 / N ]
L( )

2  R 2 / max R 2
Nagelkerke R2 : R N
cs
cs

(15)

(16)

Where L(0) = the likelihood function value containing only intercept; L(  ) = the likelihood
2  1  [ L (0)]2
function value in consideration of the whole model; N= sample size, max Rcs

4. COX MODEL PREDICTIVE ABILITY
The most important characteristics of a BFP model are its production of accuracy.
Type Ⅰ error refer to the situation when actual failure company is classified as non failures
company, and Type Ⅱ error refer to non failure company is classified as non failures company.
Type error is more important than Type error. The objectives of predictive of accuracy
should be to reduced Type error while keep Type error. The reason for this is that Type Ⅱ
error only creates a lost opportunity cost from not dealing with a successful business, for
example, missed potential investment gains.
In contrast, due to involvement with a business that will fail, Type error results in a realized
financial loss , for example, losing all money invested in an impending bankrupt business [18].
The method used for calculating the accuracy of classifying distressed companies and nodistressed companies is illustrated in Table 2, in which C denotes the number of TypeⅠ error, that s
the number of distressed companies in the sample based on actual observation that were
misclassified as a non-distressed company. B denotes the number of Type Ⅱ error that is the
number of non-distressed companies in the sample based on actual observation that were
misclassified as a distressed company. A and D represent respectively the number of nondistressed and distressed accurately classified by the models [34]. By determining accuracy of
classification, we can learn about whether the constructed model is the optimal prediction model.
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Table 2: Robustness of model

No-distressed
Observed value
Non-distressed company
Distressed company
Overall accuracy of
classification

Non-distressed
company

Distressed company

Accuracy of
Classification

A
C

B
D

E
F
G

Note: 1. The accuracy of classification of non-distressed company is expressed by E  A /( A  B)
2. The accuracy of classification of distressed company is expressed by F  D /(C  D)
3. The oval accuracy of classification is G  ( A  D) /( A  B  C  D )

5. EMPIRICAL RESEARCH
In this section, the study first performs descriptive statistic of the sampling and Covariates, and
follows by the construction of business failure prediction model based on Cox model and analysis
of empirical results. In order to better analyze the effect of the Cox model predicted, we random
select in the stock market listed company's traditional manufacturing in Taiwan. In sub-section,
goodness-of-fit test is carried out and robustness of the model is examined using accuracy of
classification.
The proposed steps of business failure prediction model are:
Step 1: Definition of variables
Step 2: Sampling and data
Step 3: Reduced the number of financial ratio
Step 4: Goodness-of-fit test
Step 5: Robustness of model in prediction accuracy

5.1 Selection of Variables
The main goal of this research is to assess the empirical classification and prediction accuracy of
the COX SA model when applied to BFP. Karels and Prakash [28] suggested a careful selection
of ratios to be used in the development of bankruptcy prediction model. A set of covariates used
in this study includes a combination of financial ratios and market variables [20]. In financial
reporting analysis, [19] suggest five factors for evaluation enterprise financial failure. Financial
ratios have been widely used in explaining the possibility of business financial distress ([3], [7],
[9], [43], [47], [48], [49], and [76]). Table 3 is The 12 rations selected in this study.
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Table 3: The 12 rations selected in this study

Table 3 shows the details and definition of covariates used in this study. 12 financial ratios are
used in this study. The Profitability ratios include EBIT margin (EBT), Return to equity (ROE),
and Return on assets (ROA). Current ratio (CUR) and Quick ratio (QUK) will be used in this
study in order to measure the liquidity of the firms. Two types of Leverage ratios are Debit ratio
(DET) and Debit to equity ratio (DER), two types of Efficiency ratios are Fixed asset turnover
(FAT) and Capital turnover (CAT) and three types of Valuation ratios are Price to sales ratio
(PSR), price earnings ratio (PER), and price to book value (PBV).

5.2 Data collection and Sample
The sample in this research is random selection in the stock market listed company's traditional
manufacturing in Taiwan. In order to consider the survival problem, the choice of listed
companies listed on the Taiwan Stock Exchange using annual data on financial ratios for the
period 2003-2009. In order to better analyze the effect of the Cox model predicted, this study
estimated that from 2003 to 2009 sample was divided into estimating samples and forecasting
samples. This paper select sample listed companies from 2003 to 2006 for estimating sample.
There are 56 financially distressed company and 154 activity listed companies in the analysis.
This paper select sample listed companies from 2007 to 2009 for forecasting sample. It randomly
selected 46 financially distressed company and 128 activity listed companies in the analysis as
forecasting samples.

5.3 Reduced the number of financial ratio
There are two ways to reduce the large number of financial ratio (1) Pearson correlation (2) The
model accepted has a good fit and that the multi-linearity level is acceptable.
According to Pearson correlation, the correlation between CUR and QUK is 0.9876, which are
statistically significant with p-value less than 0.0001. This means the positive relationship
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between these pair of variable. Based on the likelihood ratio resulted from Pearson correlation,
the covariates QUK are selected into Cox proportional hazards model. Table 4 is the Cox
proportional hazards model.
Table 4: The Cox proportional hazards model

Variable

D
F
EBT
1
ROE
1
ROA
1
QUK
1
DET
1
DER
1
FAT
1
CAT
1
PSR
1
PER
1
PBV
1
** Significant at 5 percent

Parameter
Coefficient
0.3272
-0.2631
-0.5012
-0.0165
0.2958
-0.1285
0.1421
0.0026
0.2415
0.1243
0.2341

Standard
error
0.0125
0.1345
0.1877
0.0112
0.1432
0.1245
0.2198
0.0156
0.0968
0.1265
0.0065

Chisquare
0.0785
5.9682
6.5896
2.0125
5.2146
0.3352
1.5428
0.5976
0.3524
0.1548
0.2382

pr> chisq
0.6542
0.0164**
0.0068**
0.0781
0.5606
0.0085**
0.0109**
0.1875
0.2432
0.1861
0.0235**

Hazard
Ratio
1.387
0.769
0.606
0.984
1.344
0.879
1.153
1.003
1.273
1.132
1.264

Using Cox proportional hazards model with financial ratios, the proportional hazards model are
represented in Table 4. In SAS software, PROC RHREG is used to fit the Cox proportion hazards
model and to analyze the effects of the financial on the survival of the company. Table 4 is
denoted as the coefficient estimation, the Standard error, Chi-square tests with the relative p-value
for testing the null hypothesis that the coefficient of each covariate is equal to zero. Hazard ratio
is obtained by computing e  , where  is the coefficient in a proportional hazard model. By
considering the p-value, six covariates are highly significant at 5 percent. These ratios are EBT,
QUK, DET, CAT, PSR and PER with the coefficient 0.3272, -0.0165, 0.2958, 0.0026, 0.2415 and
0.1243 respectively. Therefore, the early warning indicators are ROE, ROA, DER, FAT and PSV.
ROE and ROA are negative value indicating that an increase in either covariate decreases the
hazard of entering into financially distressed. Hazard ratio of ROE is 0.769 ( e 0.2631  0.769) .
It means that an increase of one unit in ROE implies 0.769 decreases in risk financial distress.
For the sample in this study, profitability (EBT), liquidity (QUK), leverage (DET), Efficiency
(CAT) and Valuation (PSR, PER) have never found statistically significant in the model. The
model is shown as follow:

Log h(t )   1 ROE (t )   2 ROA(t )   3 DER(t )   4 FAT (t )   5 PSV (t )
5.4 Goodness-of-fit test
One measure of overall goodness-of-fit test is partial likelihood-ratio test. In SAS software,
PROC RHREG is used to obtain the likelihood ratio chi-square statistic from the model fit
statistics Table 5. In Table 5, the output produces includes the value of -2log likelihood for
fitting, AIC (Akaike Information Criterion) and SBC (Schwartz Bayesian Criterion) for fitting a
model without covariance and fitting a model with covariates.
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Akaike [2] introduced the concept of the information criteria as a tool optimal model selection.
AIC is a function of the number of observations n, the sum of square errors (SSE), and the
number of independent variables k  p  1 where k includes the intercept, as shown in (17).

AIC  n  ln[

SSE
]  2k
n

(17)

The first term in (17) is a measure of the model lack of the fit while the second tern (2k) is a
penalty term for additional parameters in model.
Schwartz [51] derived from a Bayesian modification of the AIC criterion to develop a SBC
model. SBC is a function of the number of observations n, the SSE, and the number of
independent variables k  p  1 where k includes the intercept, as shown in (18).

SBC  n  ln[

SSE
]  k ln n
n

(18)

Table 5: Goodness-of-fit test

Criterion
-2 LOG L
AIC
SBC

The PHREG Procedure
Model Fit Statistics
Without
With
Covariates
Covariates
270.544
253.390
270.544
258.428
270.544
266.512

Testing Global Null Hypothesis: Beta = 0
Test
Likelihood Ratio
Score
Wald

Chi-square
17.154
19.218
18.356

DF
4
4
4

Pr > chi-square
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

The chi-square of likelihood ratio is 17.145 (270.544-253.390). This statistic is also shown in the
Table 5 Testing Global Null Hypothesis: Beta = 0. The likelihood-ratio test, Score test and Wald
test equals 17.154, 19.218, 18.356 respectively, with 4 degree of freedom. Thus, the null
hypothesis is rejected (p<0.001).
Another measure of model performance may be some measure analogous to R2, as shown in the
formula below. Keep in the mind that this measure does not explain the proportion of variability
of the response variable by the explanatory variables as in the linear regression.
2 1[
Rcs

L (0) 2 N
]
 1  exp[( L (0)  L(  )) * 2 / N ] = 0.406
L( )

2  R 2 / max R 2 = R 2 /( 1  [ L(0)]2 ) = 0.63
RN
cs
cs
cs
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The validation by Cox & Shnell R2 and Nagelkerke R 2 shows that the explanatory variables of the
prediction model process explanatory power for the incidence of financial distress.
After we have settled on assessing the adequacy of the model that seems a good-fit, we can carry
out statistical inference of a fitted model. The output below is produced by running PROC
PHREG with 5 covariates, ROE, ROA, DER, FAT and PBV. The RL (RISKLIMTS) option in the
Model statement provides 95% confidence interval for the hazard ratio estimates. Table 6 is the
PHREG procedure.
Table 6
The PHREG Procedure

Variable

D
F

Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates
Parameter Standard Chipr> chisq Hazard
Coefficient error
square
Ratio

ROE
1
-0.2584
ROA
1
-0.4952
DER
1
-0.1308
FAT
1
0.1546
PBV
1
0.2438
** Significant at 5 percent

0.1425
0.1860
0.1230
0.2065
0.0078

5.869
6.5765
0.3254
1.6488
0.2412

0.0158**
0.0124**
0.0105**
0.0209**
0.0242**

0.769
0.606
0.879
1.153
1.264

95%
Hazard
Ratio
Confidence limits
0.479
1.049.
0.324
0.888
0.456
1.302
0.568
2.738
0.642
2.886

Results of the analysis indicate that five covariates appear to add significantly to the model. The
p-value of the parameter estimates for the regression coefficients are highly significant for ROE,
ROA, DER, FAT and PBV. The coefficient signs of ROE, ROA DER covariates are negative
indicating that an increase in either covariate decreases the hazard of entering into financially
distressed. For example, Hazard ratio of ROE covariate is 0.769 ( e 0.2584  0.769) . It means
that an increase of one unit in ROE covariate implies 0.769 decreases in risk financial distress.
The interpretation of the estimated hazard ratio of ROE is 0.769. It means that an increase of one
unit in the ratio of Net income to Total equity will shrink the hazard rate by 23.1% (1- 0.769).
The interpretation of the estimated hazard ratio of (FAT) is that financial companies in this study
fail at about 1.153 times the rate of those in non-financial sector. The 95% confidence interval
for hazard ratio suggests a sector as low as 0.568 or as high as 2.738. The interval width equals
2.170 (2.738-0.568). This interval also includes the point estimate of 1.153 and does not contain
the null value of 1.

5.5 Accuracies of classification on the model
The fit of PH model used in this study is validated by comparing the predicted value of each
sample with the cutoff value [40]. If the predicted value is below this cut value, the sample is
classifies as a distressed company; otherwise, the company is classified as non-distressed
company. According to the suggestion of Martin [41], this study uses empirical cutoff value
which is the percentage of financial distressed samples in total sample at 0.264 (46/174). The
accuracies of classification of the model are complied in Table 7.
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Table 7: The accuracies of classification of the mode

No-distressed
Observed value
Non-distressed company
Distressed company
Overall accuracy of
classification

Non-distressed
company

Distressed company

Accuracy of
Classification

115
8

13
38

115/128 (89.84%)
38/ 46 (82.60%)
153/174 (87.93%)

Therefore, Type Ⅰ error is 13 /128 = 10.64% and Type Ⅱ error is 8 /46 =17.50 % and the overall
accuracy of classification is 87.93%

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the listed companies on the Taiwan Stock Exchange that experienced data between
2003 and 2009 are employed as distressed data set. In order to better analyze the effect of the
Cox model predicted, this study estimated that from 2003 to 2009 sample was divided into
estimating samples and forecasting samples. This paper selected 56 distressed companies and
154 non-distressed companies for estimating samples data between 2003 and 2006; 46 distressed
companies and 128 non-distressed companies for forecasting samples data between 2007 and
2009.
Form the proposed steps of business failure prediction model; the financial distress probability
model is constructed using Profitability, Leverage, Efficiency and Valuation ratio variables. Step
1 select the financial ratios for using in the development of bankruptcy prediction model. Step 2
consider the survival problem, the choice of listed companies listed on the Taiwan Stock
Exchange using annual data on financial ratios for the period 2003-2009. In Step 3, there are two
ways to reduce the large number of financial ratio (1) Pearson correlation (2) The model accepted
has a good fit and that the multi-linearity level is acceptable. In SAS software, PROC RHREG is
used to fit the Cox proportion hazards model and to analyze the effects of the financial on the
survival of the company. Step 4, one measure of overall goodness-of-fit test is partial likelihoodratio test. In SAS software, PROC RHREG is used to obtain the likelihood ratio chi-square
statistic from the model fit statistics. The validation by Cox & Shnell R2 and Nagelkerke R2
shows that the explanatory variables of the prediction model process explanatory power for the
incidence of financial distress. In Step 5, consider the robustness of model in prediction accuracy,
in this study the accuracies of classification of the mode in overall accuracy of classification is
87.93%.
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